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INTRODUCTION
The work reported herein has been performed in the Center for Volcanology
of the University of Oregon. Tho principal investigator and co-investigator
were ably assisted by Dr. Y. bottinga, 1 .1. J. Drake and G. A. McKay t.t
various stages of the investigation.
Our main guidelines for lunar sample analysis during the period covered
by this report have been, (1) to characterize the features of the mineralogy
and petroche;aistry of the sample as accurately as possible. This has beet
done primarily with optical microscope and electron microprobe techiioues.
(2) To follow up the analytical wort: with appropriate experimentation or
theoretical work in order to expand and generalize from the direct sample
observations.
In accord with the general policies of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration re`ardin, the lunar sample alialysis pr;mo^-a we have
published our results in scientific journals with wide circulations. The
followaing publications are included in the body of this report.
"Petrology of a fine-grained igneous rock from the Sea of
Tranquility." Science, 167, 635-638 (1970).
"Mineralogy and petrology of some Apollo 11 igneous rocks."
Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta, Supplement 1, Vol. 1,
937-955 (1970).
"Mineralogy and petrology of Apollo 12 sample No. 12013: A
probress report." Earth_ and Planetary Science Letters, 9,
103-123 (1970).
Miner«loiy and Petrology of Apollo 11 and Apollo 12 Samples
D. F. Weill
S M, MARY
The samples returned to earth by the Apollo 11 and 12 missions are the
first well-docuLtented sampling of e::tr4 terrestrial matter that has been
available for analysis by teams of scientists representing diverse fields.
The "history" of the moon in its niost general form is one of the ultimate
scientific objectives of the space programs. In the general context this
includes any isiformation leading, to explanation, of the early solar system,
the early History of the earth-moon system, and the processes that ba e
re,ultcd in the moon as we now observe it. As foreseen by many people,
the first two lunar missions have given us a very good insight into some
of the latter processes, and they have also resulted in a rvniber of
important constra i nts on theories purporting to explain the carly history
of our solar system. We are ;till a long way from achic in a unified . theory
of the origin of the earth-moon system, but v e now know that: any acceptable
general theory rust accomodate the numerous observational facts that have
been gathered as a result of the lunar sample analysis pr.orram. Perhaps the
single most important observational fact to date has been ttie discovery of
the igneous character of the rocks at the noon's surface. Our research, as
described in this report, has attempted to achieve an understanding of the
lunar igneous processes by detailed study of their end products, the rocks
and minerals. A brief summary of the more significant results of our studies
is presented below.
The Newtonian viscosities of the molten equivalents of Apollo 11 and 12
igneous rocks have been determined. These mare compositions all. exhibit low
viscosities when compared to terrestrial basalts at comparable temperatures.
This is true in spite of the very low content of dissolved "volatile"
substances such as 11 20 which have a strong fluidizing effect on silicate
melts. The fluid nature of these liquids explains many otherwise puzzling
features of the rocks, e.g., evidence of rapid cooling and crystallization,
but very little glass formation. If mare basins are filled with lava flows,
the low viscosity may also explain the low relief and laige areal extent of
the mare formations.
The mineralogy of the igneous rocks indicates relatively rapid crystalli-
zation under near surface conditions of very low oxygen pressure. One of the
curious by-products of crystallization under these conditions is plagioclase
feldspar with non-stoichiometric proportions of constituent cations related
to a deficiency of oxygen in the crystal lattice.
The sequences of crystallization from lunar mere liquids under appropriate
conditions have been worked out, and in theory they would allow much opportun-
ity for crystal-liquid fractionation and resulting; igneous differentiation.
Surprisingly little direct evidence of such differentiation has been found
in the litare igneous rocks. Rather, there is a remarkab:lc over-all constancy
in chesdcal composition. Perhaps the final igneous rock products that we
are sampling; are the result of local remelting of relatively homogeneous
mare infilling material on a scull scale under closed-system conditions which
do not allow much differentiation. On the other hand, the relative homogeneity
of mare: igneous material must be due to hotiogenization (p res-umably in a molted
state) on a grand scale early in the moon's history. The in-?irect evidence
of the composition contrast with the lunar highlands materi-O s indicates that
a ►roof -wide igneous differentiation process is the most	 mechanism
for the early formation of the moon's large scale petrolo;icil provinces.
The best direct evidence to date for the occurrence of i;^eous differ-
entiation on the moon is the granite portions of rock 12013 from the Apollo 1.2
miss-i, ,a. Not only is this granite older then 	 ?.nal.yzed igneous•
rocks, but its general chemistry clearly indicates that it -a,,a= t be the
pro^uct.of rather extreme crystal-liquid fractionation. Th y textures we have
studied in rock 12013 also indicate that this granitic material was wolten
prior to crystallization. The exotic nature of irs chemistry and mineralogy
relative to other Apollo 12 igneous rock make it likely that this regolith
fragment is foreign to the Apollo 12 landing site. The textures, chemistry
and mineralogy of rock 12013 point to a highland origin as part of a cooling
ejecta blanket deposit
i
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Petrology of a Fine-Grained Igneous Rock
from the Sea of Tranquillity
Daniel F. Weill, 1. Stewart McCallum, Yan Bottinga, Michael J. Drake and Gordon A. McKay
Petrology of a Fine-Groitted Igneous Rock
from the Sea of Tranquillity
Abstract. All phases in c. thin section of sample 10022 have been analyzed by
electron mic •raprube. Augite grains show stroup iron enrichment in the outer 15
to 20 mic •rom. Pigeonite cures occur within augite grains. l'hr plagioclase has an
anorthite content of betsrern 73 and SI mole percent and i.; high in Si and low
in Al compared to stoichiometric • feldspar. Residual phases include microcr•ystal-
line Fe-rich "pyro.tene," plagioclase, K-rich alkali feldspar, silica, and rare areas
rich in P and Zr with concentrations of Ba, Y, and raro earth elements. The den-
sity, viscosity, and crystallization history of the lava of sample 10022 are discussed.
N7/- /V/16.00
Results reported here are based
primarily upon electron probe micro-
analyses (1) of it fine-grained vesicular
igneous rock, NASA sample 10022,28.
Phase designations are based principally
on chemical composition and do not
imply direct knowledge of structure.
The rock has an igneous texture, and
our interpretations assume that it crys-
tallized from a melt. Average composi-
tions of analyzed phases are presented
in Tables 1 and 2. Volume percentages
of the m+jor phases have also been
determined on the basis of 2000 random
point identifications in transmitted and
reflected light microscopy.
Skeletal ilmenite crystals tip to several
hundred microns long are distributed
evenly throughout the section, sonic
having delicate branches less than 10
p.m wide. E'uhedral ilmenite grains are
enclosed in some augites; this suggests
that ilmenite crystallized first. In section
sonic ilmenite grains have rounded
cavities filled with fine cr ystals of the
other phases. The ilmenite exhibits no
zoning or exsolution that can be re-
solved with the probe. Plagioclase crys-
tals arc often hollow and appear tubular
in thin section, a habit characteristic of
relatively rapid growth. The "tubes" are
filled with an assortment of pyroxenc,
ilmenite, additional plagioclase, and
residual phases. Plagioclase crystals oc-
casionally transect the outer rims of
augite. Many plagioclases grade into
microcrystalline or glassy material of
quartzofeldspathic composition. Figure
la (detail) shows the range of composi-
tion in 19 plagioclase grains. There is
not much systematic zoning of individ-
ual grains. in the average plagioclase of
Table 2 Si — (Na + K) = 2.10 and
Al -- (C:. + Fe + Mg) - 0.82
(based on eight oxygcns), whereas
these paruneters are 2.00 and 1.00,
respectively, in stoichiometric feldspars.
Excess Si and a deficiency of Al have
also been detected in terrestrial feld-
spars (2). The Ti and Fe (assumed to
be Fc2l ) content is higher in the aver-
age lunar plagioclase of rock 10022
than in most terrestrial plagioclases.
Chnopyroxene is the most abundant
phase and occurs in approximately
equant grains up to several hundred
microns in diameter. Most grains are
composite, containing cores of pigconite
(10 to 100 µm) surrounded by augite.
Pigeonite compositions (Fig. lb) cluster
close to the area where terrestrial pyrox-
ene trends show inversion from ortho-
pyroxenc to pigeonite. There is a sharp
composition brcal. between the pigeonite
and augite (l-ig. 1, b and c). In con-
trast to the lack of zoning in the pi-
gconite, there is a continuous increase
of Ca relative to Mg in the main body
of the augite, followed by a sharp in-
crease of Fe and a deci case of Mg and
Ca in the outer 20 pm. The minor ele-
ments Ti, AI, and Cr are enriched in
augite relative to pigeonite whereas Mn
shows a reversed distribution. Tiianiwn,
Al, and Cr decrease in the augite rims
whereas Nin increases. The sintwth
composition tends in the main body of
the augites are similar to trends ob-
served in plutonic terrestrial pyso.\enes
and may reflect growth from an ample
liquid reservoir under near equilibrium
conditions, whereas the abrupt zoning
of the rims may be clue to rapid
changes of local residual liquid com-
position. Some augite rims appear to
grade into material of Fe-rich pyroxene
composition associated with other re-
sidual phases. The profile labeled ar-rp
(Fig. lb) extends from an augite rim
into such a residual phase area. X-ray
area scans across pigeon ite-augite
boundaries often reveal irregular bor-
ders suggestive of resorption of pigcon-
ite and compatible with a peritectic re-
action between pigconite, augite, and
liquid. Several grains of olivine (10 to
20 pm) are included in augite crystals.
it seems likely that minor olivine crys-
tallized before augite. Troilite is pres-
ent as small interstitial blebs S to 30
µnn in diameter. Its composition is close
to that of stoichiometric FeS, and i! has
a lower content of Ti than some
chondriiie troilitcs have, in spite of the
high Ti content of the rock. This may
be related to conditions that contribute
to a greater amount of oxidation or to
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the late cryLA:dlizatit-n of no ilile after
must ul the 'I i had hcen incorporated
into ilnu•nilc. Suhsphcrirai grains of
iron (<5 pin) arc enclosed in some
troililcs with :1 texture sugtr,estive of
immiscible liquids. The Ni content of
the iron averages 0.9 percent by weight
with a maximum conlent of 1.4 per-
cent obscrvcd,
As magma cry •stalliza(ion proceeded
to the final stages, it vvas probable that
certain constituents of the well would
solidify in phases other than the major
phases described abuvc. In terrestrial
lavas it is usual 10 find residual con-
stituents in the form of I;lass Plus fine-
grained matrix mincrah. We have not
identified glass, but it systematic search
for residual Phases has revealed Patches
of interstitial material which we inter-
pret to be the crystallization Product of
a highl y differentiated last-stage liquid.
'['he overall average composition of this
interstitial nralcri;d is given in Tables 1
and 2; the analysis was also calculated
in terms of normative components,
and the results showy the composi-
tion to be quite siliceous. The resid-
ual material is further resolved by probe
analysis into the following fractions:
(i) Areas of Fe-rich pyroxenc composi-
tion, often adjacent to aul • ites. Anal-
yses of such areas are plotted as tri-
angular symbols in Fig. lb, and the
average is given in 'fables 1 and 2.
Sonic of these "pyroxene" composi-
tions are thought to he unstable in the
pyroxene structure at low pressures
(3). Within the resolution of the probe,
these areas represent a homogeneous
phase, but they may not have true
pyroxene structure. (ii) Nearly pure
silica, believed to be a primary igneous
phase crystallized from a silica-
saturated residual melt strongly differ-
entiated from the initial ultrabasic
Fig. 1. Plagioclase, pyroxene, and residual
phase compositions. (a) Small filled circles(detail) represent the results of 48 plagio-
clase analyses; Nos. 1 through 11 repre-
sent a profile from a plagioclase grain
through a residual material of quarto
feldspathic composition (anorthite +
albitc -1 orthoclase + quartz ? 88
percent by weight of total); T = Tasmanian
dolerite salic trend (4); m = albite-
orthoclase-quartz minimum at a water
pres •.urc of 500 kg/cm'. (b) Pigeonite
cures, pr; profiles from augite-pigeonite
boundary to augite rim, ap-ar; profile from
augite rim through residual "pyroxene,"
ar-rp; residual "pyroxene" analyses, tri-
angles. (c) Profile across composite pyrox-
enc; PL, plagioclase; AU, augite; PI,
pigeonitc; IL, ilmcnite.
Table 1. Avcrnge compositions of phases in sample 10022 by electron probe microanalysis. 'Totals tine given as oxides except for croilile and
iron. Assumed oxidation states of elements are shown.
No. of Elements1(perccnO^Pc by weight. Totals1'114se spots-No. of - - - -- - --- ---- - - - - - --- --	 --
grains Sir• Til. Al" Ce, Fell 109 Car' Mn"	 Nt" Na• K'	 S'-
llmenite	 ---- 30-9 0.16 31.9 0.37 35.6 0.15 0.21 0.28	 - - - ---- - 101.78
Olivine 7-2 17.2 0.19 0.10 0.15 22.1 20.3 0.35 0.23 1(N).47
1 1 ipronite 54.7 24.7 0 (1 0,50 0.28 13.2 13.9 3.33 0.23 0.017 160,05
Aup.ite 149-12 22.7 1.68 1.83 0.43 11.2 9.22 11.6 0.20 0.07 100.10
Plagioclase 30-19 23.8 0.10 16.0 0.66 0.20 10.9 :.75 0.21 100.19
7Yoilite 14-11 0.20 0.33 0,03 63.2 0.22 0.02 36.1 10003
Iron 5.5 0.21 0.32 01 2 97.1 0.02	 0.89 0.17 98.73
Residtal
Average 114-5 27.5 0.44 9.04 0.03 6.81 O.RO ("92 0.09 0.86 1.62 99.941
"Pyroxrnc" 20-4 21.3 05 0.86 0.07 29.9 2.54 5.F8 0.41 0.01 100.10
Silica 12-4 46.7 0.19 0.35 O.ul 0.43 0.08 0.08 0.04 101.69
P-rich area 1-1 11.5 0.23 1.7 6.1 0.24 22.1 0.13 0.64 99.271
• Includes 0.25 percent b) weight ItaO. 	 1See text for additional elements which arc Included in '.otal.
liquid. (iii) Rare areas rich in P and
Zr which are associated with notable
enrichment in exotic elements. .In
'rabic 1 we list the results of in anal-
ysis of an area rich in P which con-
tains in addition to 9.9 percent by
weight P (in percentage by weight):
Y - 1.5, Ba - 0.22, La :- 0.54, Cc : _
1.4, 1'r - 0.37, Nd 1.5, Sm == 0.42,
Gd = 0.57, Dy = 0.48, plus delectable
amounts of Cl. Separate Zr concen-
trations (up to 18 percent by weight)
with detectable amounts of Y, Ba, La,
and Cc (but no P) have also been
found in the residual material. We in-
terpret these occurrences to be duc to
microerystalline apatite and possibly
zircon only partially resolved with the
probe. (iv) Patches resembling eutectic
microstructures often gradational with
plagioclase grains. The average compo-
sition of these areas is represented by
the salic portion of the formula for
The average residual material in Table
2. A profile (a-µm steps) starting at
the edge of a plagioclase grain and
extending into this salic residue is il-
lustrated in Fig. la (Nos. 1 through
11). "The trend shows strong K and Si
enrichment outward from the plagio-
clase, thus reflecting the progressive
differentiation of the iesidual liquid. In
Fig. la these residual liquid trends may
he compared to those observed in
the salic constituents of a "Iasnlaninn
dolerite (4). LS both cases the trend,
projected from the anorthite apex, ap-
proaches the ternary minimum in the
:ilhite-orthoclase-quartz system. While
the terrestrial trend is defined by the
salic constituents of a larVc differen-
tiated complex, we are here dealing
with several microns in one p hial sec-
tion. Allhough the microstructure is too
fine to be completely resolved with the
probe ( <2 to 3 jinn), it is possible with
a small probe to partially resolve it into
Ca-, K-, and Si-rich areas, which we
interpret to be microcrystrillinc inter-
growths of plagioclase, alkali feldspar,
and silica, that is, ill icrogranodiilrite.
Whether comparable igneous differenti-
ation occurred on a larger scale oil
moon remains to be seen.
Experimental work on a synthetic
equivalent [I 1 major elements as given
in (5)] of sample 10022 has been car-
ried out in an Ar-atmosphere furnace
with iron filings in the hot zone as in
oxygen getter. Results given here are
for runs held for 10 hours at the de-
sired temperature, followed by qucnch-
ing to 0°C in Iesc than 2 seconds.
Analyses of quench products aic made
by microprobe, x-ray diffraction, and
microscopy. 11mcnile crystallizes tit a
liquidus lempcialuic• of 1300° -^ 25°C,
and there is an interval of approximately
100"C before pyroxetic begins to crys-
tallize. Plagioclase crystallizes at a xome-
vvh:tt lower tcmperature than pyroxene
but is not equilibrated vv ith the liquid
in 10 hours, as indicated by a wide
range of compositions. 'bile equilibriom
partition of Si, Al. Na, and Ca b2tv'.ccn
plagioclase and liquid has been de-
veloped into a geotheinlclulcler (6).
We have considered the temperaLUes
at which the average plagioclase, [An,,,
(79 mole percent anolthite)] v:ould
equilibrate with liquids f1o111 sample
10022 remaining alter all of the ilmen-
ite (21 percent by weight) and pigeon-
ite (5 percent by weight), and varying
amounts of augite, have been removed.
Accordingly, the beginning of plagio-
clase crystallization is calculated to
have occurred at between 1075° and
1175°C, corresponding to prior crystal-
lization of 0 to 40 percent by weight
augite. Experimental and theoretical
arguments thus lead to a general view
of the crystallization of sample 10022
Table 2. Average chemical formulas of phases in sample 10022.
Percen- Den- Percen.
tage by sity tape by
volume (g/cm'+) weight
15 4.8 21
5 3.4 5
50 3.4 SO
29 2.7 23
1 • 4.8 1
Phase
	
Formula
llmenite
	
(Fct.wMg.a7Ca.or.Mn.ur,)r, oa (Ti7.krCr 04i.008.01 024	 --
Olivine
	 (M91.341'e.etCa.9 IN"' r,nrrCr.0ru7)2 o1( Si .vsrAl.W1Ti no0).v0804
Pigeonite
	 (Fez.o!.M9r.02(;&.74Mn,017Na,0oosCr.n4kAl,ono)kna(Si7.7kAI.InTi.1t)r.u9024
Augite
	 (Fh.k2Sfgl.usCa2.rlhf n,n:nNa.02kCr.urr. Al .0 )1.! 7(Si7.3GA1.:,3Ti a2)g.01024
Plagioclase
	 (Ca. 74i Na,znkK.0t41`e.o:,2 18.0^.2) 1 .uzn(Si2.32A11.c2Ti.00sv)a.us0k
Troilile
	 (Fe).nr,Ti.007S1o07Ca.(n5) rn2S
troll
	 Fc.!,a7Ni ooslS.noesTi.00,vCr.ouoaMn.oOolSi.o051
Residual
A erage t
	 23.5(N'o23FsrutintrRhl) -1- 59.7(0r;.oAb i cAnr, l Cn ) ) -1- 16.3 SiO 2 -g 0.5 TiO2
"1'51oxcne"
	 ( Fc•,.ncMRl n 4 Ca 1.4 h1n,o1a1`1e. .nor4C r n1 Al .tr,)e.12( Si7 62AI.IrTi.;k)7.tw0:4Silica
	 (Sill .UAI.OUICF .0021:e . 051Ca .o1:4M9 . 023T1 .02kNa .01)12.1024
*Includes Iron and all others. 	 It Formula based on one cation per pyroxene and feldspar molecule.
which coufmm, the lexlutdl relations.
I he dt•nsily ;111(1 logatilhnt of vi%-
cosity of Ulicatc melts are approxi-
matcly In r;11 ftntctions of composition,
and nuhlishctl density and vinosity data
for simple silicate systems allow one
to calcul,tle these properties for nat-
ural lavas with accuracies comparable
to those of current nu.tsurements (7).
We calculate the der.sit)' of S,Inlpie.
10022 liquid to be 2.4 3 to 2.96 glcm'
between HOW and 1250"". Tlw vis-
cosity varies from 6 to 27 poises over
the same temperature range, which is
coil) pa Iahle to the viscosity of glycerin
al loons tempclaturc. 'I he low viscosity
]the viscosities of olivine b;asalts (S)
range at lc:tst all of mapnitude
higher] is related to low concentrations
of Si and Al and make% it likely that,
for comparable thermal histories, lunar
lavas, in spite of lower gravity, are
capable of f;,seer and more extensive
floe' than their terrestrial counterparts.
]it of the large .read extent of
plateau-type lava% on earth, it is not
difficult to imagine lunar lavas flowing,
topography permitting, over areas com-
parable to mare basins. The pronounced
fluidity might also result in the forma-
tion of lc•n) lava tubes which could
form sinuous rills when the tipper
crusts are breached. The large density
contrast between ilmcnitc and the liq-
uid, the long ilmcnitc crystallization in-
terval, and the low viscosity of the liq-
uid Wot►W favor ilntcnite-liquid sepa-
ration wherever lavas were ponded to
any depth. The igneous rocks of the Sea
of Tianquillitt ,
 may owe Ihcir high
ilmcnitc contcnl to such ;I mech;+nism,
and ma%cons may he relalcd to con
ceutrations of dense, early-crystalli/inr
solids ill central poltions of the
btlsins of the deeper circular mania. In
any case, such reasoning Icad% one to
expect that dw ilmenile (and therefore
Fe and TO content may be quilt vari-
able over the lunar surf:,cc.
DANIrit. F. Wim.i.
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Mineralogy and petrology of ~time Apollo 11 igneow• rocks
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Ah,lraet--This rarer reports on the electron prole microanalysis of all minerals in ferrohimilt
10022-28. Ilnenite crystals arc stoic) iontetric (tstg, IV-) TiO„ and unzoncd. 'I hc) , Ieiw• a large
grain to grain v:u iation in Mg content, ss ilh IoN T.tg grains being platy in habit. Minttle olivine goons
and hontogcneous primary lsigconile corns occur w ilhin mo:.t tf the equam ams , i:e crystals. Composi-
tional variation in the main body of the augiles is less pronounced than in the shandy zoned tints.
Overall nming in aup,ite is extensive hilt follows well-dchricd trends. Pla"iocla.c shows little zoning,
Art73 _p t , but ioi high in tit and low in Al compared to stoichiontclttc feldspar. Ttoilite - iron ittter-
growth. :uc the product of a hale - stare separation of immiscible sullide liquids. Residual phases
include microcry'stallme I e-rich pyroxene, quartzo-feldsl%,this residuum, silica and rate 1' and Zr rich
areas with notable concentrations of Ila, Y and rare earths. I xpetin,rnts show ilntcnhc to he the
hquidus phase in 10022 liquid followed by pyroxcne and at a later stage, plagioclase. '1 he density
and viscosity of various lun:u magmas have been calculated. 7-lie low viscosity of Apollo I I lavas
should result in thin flows of large areal extent. Dcnsilp and viscosity calcul:uions pen» i t discussion
of the rule of crystal liquid fractionation in *lie evolution of lunar igllMls rocks.
1N7RODUCTION
r Till : EX Fit nORDINAItY opportunity of lierfortning the iniILiI an:. I YSCs of some of man's
first sampling of the ninon carries w ith it a strong desk  to prodti dx interpretation:, in
harmony with the maje,ty of the lunar voyage itself. We readil' confess to at least an
average susceptibility in this regard, but nevertheless have decided to focus our
attention on the immedime problems rais,d by the presence of certain igneous rocks
at Tranquility Base. 'I here rocks are chcnticall'> characterized in varying degree by
high concentrations of iron and titanium and low silicon content. It1ineralogical:y
the rocks differ strikingly from common terrestrial ntaftc rocks in their high proportion
of ilnienite and complete absence of hydrated phases. "There is agreement aniong all
obscnrrs that the rocks represent once molten, anhydrous lavas which crx,tallired'
relatively rapidly at, or near, the surface, and our interpretations arc %%chin this
general framework. The analytical results reported herein refer pritoarily to electron
probe microanalysis of one of the typical fine-grained vesicular rocks, NASA sample
10022-28. Phase designations are based principally on chemical composition and do
not imply direct kno\%Adge of structural states.
ANALYTICAL AND LXPERIMI NTAL PROCL"DURLS
All analyses were made with an Applied Research Laboratories EMX- SM instrument. Strndard
analytical conditions were 15 kV accelerating potential, 30 -50 x 10 a antp sample current, 1 2
pm dia. electron beam, and 10 sec counting inter val. 1_lements heavier tL•an calcium were usually
analysed at 20 kV. 'the counting intcrval was increased for minor elentcnl analyxs and a wider
beam was used in alkali - rich areas it) minimize losses. Drift, dcadtinte, background, absorption,
generation, and Iluure:.ccnce corrections were applied to all analyses. Most analytical points and
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Fig- 1. kcpretcntativc textures in sample 10022-28: (a) through (d) arc X-ray area
scans; (a) .SK,, and (h) Fe K, in troilite alpha iron intergro%W); (c) Ca K,, and (d)
Ti K, in pigeonite core and surrounding augile. (el Secondary electron image and
photomicrograph (f) of interstitial nucrostruclure. The large plagioclase grains are
optically continuous with the net-like extensions into the microstructure.
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traverses have been located on large photo mosaics (approxinuuely 40x magnification) of the thin
sections. Details of all analyses and analysis locations P lus information on the reference standards
and conection ptocedurrs arc acail;thle upon request.
A synthetic equivalent (I I major 6-inents) of rock 10022 composition was prepared by fusing•
reagent grade oxides and carbonate.. The resultant glass was checked for homo geneity and analysed
by means of the microprobe \Nidi the folloN%ing results (in \+t.°%,; figures in parentheses arc Iron) the
LSPLT report, 1959): Si0„ 43-4 (43); AI-O,, 7 . 8 (7 . 7); 1i(3 112 111); FcO, 21 . 3 (21); MgO,
6 . 5 (6 .5); CaO, 9 . 0 (9 . 0): Na;O, 048 (0 . 40); K :O, 0 . 22 (0 . 21); 11.1110, 0 . 25 (0 . 26); CrtO,, 0.42
(041). This glass was used as starting material for the experimental runs described in a subsequent
section. The experiments have been carried out in an argon attuosphere furnace in iron-saturated
platinum capsules enclosed ^kithin iron cmelopes. Results are quoted for ILITIS held at the desired
temperature for it minimum of 24 fir and quenched to 0 C in less than 2 sec. Analyses of quenched
phase assemblages were made by microprobe, X-r'ty 01 raclion and petrogrtphi: microscope.
ANALYTICAL RFSULI.S
Generol desc rid Ilion
Rock 10022 is a fine-(trained, holocrystalline, vesicular "basalt" with grains gener-
ally less than 300 jam in the longest direction. The vesicles are nearly spherical v.-ith
diameters ranging from 1 to 2 nun. Very minor amounts of olivine are found enclosed
in augite. Pyroxene occurs as augite grains, the majority of which have 10-100 arm
cores of pigeonite. Althowdi the cores are optically indistinguishable, microprobe
analysis reveals a sharp composition break at pTconite-augite interfaces. :Imenite,
the dominant opaque mineral, occurs as equant, tabular crystals and also as thin
platy crystals (acicular in section). Troilite is present as small, interstitial, subspheri-
cal blebs of 5-30/tin dia. (Fig. la and b). Small (-5 Inn), rounded -rains of iron
are enclosed in troilitc. The constant association of these two minerals strongly,
suggests the separation of in iron sullide liquid from the silicate magma at some
stage durin g crystallization. Plagioclase crystals are often hollow anoi appear tubular
in section, a habit characteristic of rapid growth. Electron excited optical lumines-
cence also reveals a characteristic hourglass structure iii the tubular plagioclase.
Interstitial material, fornn,:d from lat:--stage residual liquid makes up a small portion
of the rock. These re-o'-1-al areas show concentrations of quartzo-feldspathic and
iron metasilicate components and rare phosphorus-rich and zirconium-rich phases
notably enriched in Y, Bit and thL lanthanides. The r: lative amounts of opaque
phases, and the ratio of opaque to translucent phas°s were determined from 1000
random point identifications in reflected light n;icroscopy. An equal number of
point identifications in transniittetj light was made to determine tic rc;ative propor-
tions of the translucent phases. The resultant modal analysis is given in Table I.
Opaque phases.
The average ilmenite composition is given in Table I. The recalculated formula
shown in Tahl° ) closely matches the ideal ilmenite formula (Fe 2 }, Mg) TiO , indicat-
ing only very small amounts, if any, of either Fc 2+ or Ti'+ in the ilmenite. The
magnesium content exhibits a wide range of valucs from 0 . 1 to 4 . 7 wt. % Mg. While
there is little zoning with respect to magnesium in individual crystals the grain to
grain distribution is noteworthy. Figure 2 shows the frequency distribution of mag-
nesium in ilmenites of rock 10022. A systematic study of the entire thin section revealed
1s+
1
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Table 1. Average compositions of Phases in sample 10922 by elc trop prohc microanalysis
No. of
Shots- WI. °, n elements
Phase grains Si" Ti 41 A1 01 Cr3 * Fcs *	 Mgs* Ca" Mnf4 Nis '	 Na 4 K 4 S s' Totals*
t	 Ilnx•nilc 30-9 0 . 16 31 9 0 37 35 . 6	 015	 021 028 101.73	 y
Olivine 7-2 172 0 . 19 0 . 10 0 . 15 22 . 1	 203	 0-35 023 100 47
I'lgeonite 54-7 24 . 7 061 0 . 50 0 . 28 132	 13 . 8	 3 . 33 023 0.017 100.05
Augttc 149-12 2^ 7 1 68 1 . 83 0 . 43 112	 822	 11 . 6 020 007 10010
Plagioclase 30-19 23 8 0 10 16 . 0 0.66	 020	 10 . 9 1.75 021 100.39
Troilite 14-11 020 0 . 33 0.03 63 . 2	 022 0-02 36.1 100.53
Iron S-5 021 0 . 32 002 97 . 1 0.02 0 . 89 017 98.73
Residual
average 114-5 27 . 5 0-44 9 . 04 003 6 . 81	 0 W	 6-9-1 0 . 08 0-86 1 . 62 99-94t
quartzo-
feldspathic 36-4 30 . 1 0 .39 9 . 84 2.45
	
U-13	 5 .84 0 .03 1.05 2 . 38 99-75t
s	 "pyrox-
cnc" 20-4 21-3 0 . 85 086 0 . 07 29 . 8	 2-54	 5-88 0 . 41 0.01 10010
silica 12-4 46 . 7 0 . 19 0-35 001 0-43	 0 . 08	 0 .08 0-04 101.69
11-rich,
area 1-1 11 . 5 0 . 23 1 . 7 6.1	 024	 22 . 1 0.13 0 . 64 99271
Vol. Density
Chemical formulas W g1cn1 3 Wt.
IImenite (fer.srMgo.rCau.ucnlno. oo)w.u :(Ti;.veCru.ovsb•m)v.o,O,^ 15	 4.8	 21
Oli %III- (Mg, 36 1 eo.c6Cau.o1^M11u.ooruCro.ooa:)s.n,(Si1,,vv6,41o.norllu.nnc)u.ou.0a
I'igeonite (I'esuvMl'-s.o:Can.:4Mno.o3-Nao.oncsCro.u4,Alo.ocu) v .ou(S1;.:.Alo,ulival):.sv 0 6 3	 3.4	 3
Augite (Fc,.sx67g:,.oaCas.ct^1n,.ua3Na
	
C1'o.oaAlo.:•,)(Sl;.anAlo.aa31n.3s)r.Q)024 52	 3 4	 52
Plagioclase (Cau.:14 N3 j.:um K o . (114 Fco . o,: Mgo.0::)1.oau(Si v,;,s A1 ,.62Tio.c3sv)u.vs0 v 29	 2-7	 23
Troilitc (Fe1.00 hb Si o . uu; Cau.ous),.os S 1 §	 4 . 8	 1
Iron Fco•vv:N10 oosl So.ours1 b.ounvCro•ouosMno.00a,Slu•uos,
Residual
average! 23 5(\1'os 3 Fs60 1a, 16 Rh,) -	 59 . 7(0r_ u Ah16An 6 ,Cn 3)	 16 3SiOs + 0 5Ti02
nua rtzo-
felds-
pathicll 7-8(W02;•sFS6,En.Ph...) -1- 67 . 4(01'^ 6 Ah,,An, 4Cn l) 124 . 3SiOs } 0.5Ti02
••pyrox-
ene" (Fes. 3cSlg,.o ,Ca l.rhino.a,sNao.owlCro.n, AID. 1v)v.1:(Si;.cs AID. IGTio-,v);.v6Os6
silica (Siu•vAla.u:.,Cro-003Fco.osaCao•013t 1g0.o_:1Tb 0_^Nao.0012.1014
v As oxide, except for troilite and iron. See clement headings for assumed cxidation states
t Average total includes 025%, ItaO. Quartzrnfeldspathic total includes 030°. BaO.I Sec text for additional elements which are included in total.
§ Includes iron and ail others.
11 Formula based on 1 cation per pyroxene and feldspar molecule.
four grains with a range of 3 . 6-4 . 7 wt. % Mg. These grains are cuhedral and totally
enclosed in pyroxene. There is a distinct hiatus in the frequency distribution between
1 . 6 and 3 . 6% k1g. Ali other ilmenitcs fall in the range 0 . 1- 1 . 6% Mg. In this range
there is a strong correlation between the magnesium content and habit as illustrated
in Fig. 2.
There is some analytical evidence that the MgO/FeO ratio in the liquid plays a
dominant role in controlling the magnesium content of crystallizing ilmenite ( I .0VE:R-
lrm and WIL)DOWSON, 1968). If so, the variation of magnesium content of the ilmen-
ites may be correlated with a decrease in the MgO/FeO ratio of successive liquids
during fractional crystallization in a closed system. The broad distri' .Rion tiuyl,-csts
that ilmenite crystallized from an extended series of liquid compositions (and there-
fore over most of the solidification range), with the tabular crystals forming; earlier
than the platy ones.
a
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Fig. 2. Frequency distribution of magnesium in ilmcnilc of sample 100'_2-28.
The anomalously high Inagneslum content of a small number of 11menite :, rains
enclosed in pyroxene cores is dillicult to explain. Continuous ihnenite crystallization
in a closed system, would not result in the discontinuity observed. POs.ibly, the rare,
high-magnesium ilmenites might be relics crystallized from a more primitive inaarna
of higher MgO/FeO ratio. Until the effects of temperature and pressure as well as
composition on the partition of ma g nesium and iron between ilmenitc and liquid are
evaluated, we cannot rule Out the possibility that the hiatus is related to an abrupt
change in temperature and/or pressure during crystallization or to a discontinuit) in
ilmenite precipitation.
The troilite analyses show nearly pure FeS and the enclosed alpha iron contains
only minor amounts of other elements (cf. Table I). Nickel in the metal is less than
1 wt. %, ruling uut a meteoritic origin. The silicon content of the iron is much lower
than in enstatite chondrites (KEIL, 1968). The average titanium concentration in the
troilite (0 . 33 wt. %) is lower than the average in the troilite of 14 enstatite chondrites
(Kett., 1968) in spite of the high titanium content of rock 10022. This may be related
to somewhat more oxidizing conditions prevalent during crystallization of 10022
compared to enstatite chondrites. This conclusion is consistent with the low Si in the
metal and high Feel in the silicate of 10022 compared to enstatite chondrites.
Plagioclase
There is no appreciable systematic zoning of individual plagioclase grains. The
average composition is shown in Table 1 and the total spread of all analyses with
res; ect to Ca, Na and K is shown in the detail of the ternary feldspar composition
triangle in Fig. 3. The potassium in solid solution is quite constant at 0 . 2 Ht.%,
corresponding to approximately 1 . 5 mole y. KAISi 30,. Plotting the compositions
-^:^u•w.^ r. ;.per,^.-..,...-,^--:^.-^^-+^•,^M^t
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Fig. 4a and b. Departure of plagioclase analysis from stoichiometry (based on 8
oxygens). Straight lines show effect of adding the indicated components to stoichio-
metric feldspar. Symbols: •, 10044-49 and 10022-28 (WrtLt. et al., 1970); +,
10017-50, 10045-35 and 10058-23 (BROWN et al., 1970); x , 10 084-12-12, 10084-12-2,
10084-12-27, 10081-12-61 and 10029 (CHAO et al., 1970); Q. 10057-67 and 10047-11
(WARE and LOVERINC, 1970); o, 10050-37 (FRoNDEL et al., 1970); n, Stillwater
complex, Montana (MCCALLUM, 1968).
1•f	 944	 13. 1. Wrlu_ rr u!.
There is as I rongeorrela I Io n  in I ig. 4a between "surpluw" ill 	 and "tIcficicncy"
in alununum. We have indicated on this figure the efl'cct of adding various compon-
ents (all hased (ill
	 oxygen atoms) to stoichiumefrlc feldspar. The non-stoichiont-
etry of tcrrestrlal feldspars has usually been discussed In terms of hirli temperature
solid solution of Ca o .;,AISi;,O K (SCImantke molecule) \\hich call 	 ratio nalized in
terns of a vacancy-coupled substitution: Ca 21 -r LJ - > 2Na' (cf. PI RIO - , 196k;
BARl- 11, 1969). As seen ]it 	 4a and h such a substitution would account fur only
i pat of the discrepancy. A correlation also exists between the Ca;(Ca _i Na) ratio
and the departure of'the AI/(Al + Si) ratio from the value rcquircd by stoic•hiomciry
(Fi g . 4b).
Inclusions of foreign phases as opposed to solid solution are certainly not ruled
out as all Howe\cr, we have been unable to observe any inclusions or
exsolution features in scanning electron microscope displays. If present, they are
presumably less than 1000 R ill The nonstoichionictry of the Apollo I 1
plagioclase is probably related to their rapid crystallization, and similar anomalies
may be present in file quench plagioclases of terrestrial volcanic rocks.
Pyro.vene and olirine
Clinopyroxene, the most abundant phase, ill 	 10022-28, occurs as equant
grains up to several hundred microns In diameter and as smaller, elongated crystals
ill inter;,,romh with plagioclase. Most of the equant "Paris are composite,
with a core of pigeonite (10-100lim) surrounded by augite. All pyroxene analyses,
normalized to 100"/ o (Wo -+ Ln i Fs), are plotted in Fig. 5, and a seven clement
profile across a typical composite pyroxene is show n III Fi g . 6. Although the pigeonite
cores are not easily discernible optically, the textural relations are wel! illustrated by
the X-ray area scans shown in Fig. lc and d. There can be little doubt that the pi-
geonite is a product of primary crystallization from a melt. The pigeonite—aLlVitc
boundaries observed in X-ray area scans are often irre'p ular and patchy (Fig. Ic---
left center), suggesting, resorption of pigeonite. Chemically. there is usually a sharp
break between augite and pigeonite as illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6.
The pigeonite is homogeneous while the augite exhibits complex zonation. Mod-
erate gradients of increasing Ca and Fe and decreasing Mg in the main body of the
augites are followed by a sharp increase of Fe and decrease ill and Mg in the outer
20 pin rims. Titanium, Al and Cr are enriched in augite relative to pigeonite while
Mir shows a reverse distribution, features also shown by terrestrial augite- pigeonite
equilibrium pairs (MCCnt.LUNI, 1968). The minor elements also display sharp changes
in their gradients at the pyroxene rim. Titanium and Al show very similar profiles in
all composite pyroxenes studied (Fig. 6), with Al/Ti (mole ratio) close to 2 throughout
the grains. This is in agreement with the findings of HnttcRAVrs el al. (1970) who
proposed an explanation in terms of the coulj;cd substitution of Ti"(VI) + 2AP'(IV)
I'or M 2 '(VI)
 1 2Si4`(IV).
The smooth composition trends in the main body of the augites are somewhat
similar to those observed in plutonic terrestrial pyroxenes and may reflect near
c quilihrium partition of elements during crystallization from all liquid reservoir.
'I Ile extreme zoning of the rims is consistent with fractional crystallization in a closed
,	 .
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Pig. 5. Pyroxene analyses in sample 10022-28. Pigemike cores = pc; profiles from
augitc-pigeonitc boundary to augitc rim — ap-ar; profile from augitc rirn through
residual pyroxcne = ar rp; individual residual pyroxcne analyses -- Q. Mole",
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systent as suggested by I IAMittnvrs 0 al. (1970). Variations in the oft the pyrox-
ene rims (Pig. 5) are probably duc to local variations in resiilrlal liquid compositions.
Some augitc rinis Trade into material of I .c-rich pyroxene composition associated
with other rc>id iii l phases. The hcnd ar rp in I ig. 5 shows ,I 	 pro lilc extending
from an augitc rim into such a residual area.
Several small (10-20 pin dia.) grains of olivinc have been idcntilicd in sample
10022-28. They are always enclosed within augitc crystals. The composition (rf.
Table I) corresponds to 67 mole% forstcritc. It is likely that some olivine crystallized
before the bulk of the augitc. Part of the original olivine may h;tvc been resorbed in a
peritectic reaction v.ith liquid and pyroxene.
Residual phases
A systematic search for residual phases has rcvcaled patches of interstitial material
which we interpret to be the product of a highly differentiated last stage liquid.
The phases in these interstitial areas are not always resolvable v:ith the microprobe
and some portions may still be glass) , . Although the residual phases are extremely
interesting and significant petrologically, it should be realized that they represcnt a
very small proportion of the total rock. The paucity of glass or fine-grained nu,rrix
minerals relative to that normally found in terrestrial Javas is o;-,,: of the intriguing
features of the Apollo 1 I igneous rocks in view of the interpretation that they solidified
at or near the surface (LSPET, 1969).
The average of 114 random spot analyses (10 um beam) of the interstitial niatciial
is given in Table 1. The material is clearly nniltiPhase and \ie have recalculuted tite
analysis to normative feldspar, pyroxene, and quartz ('fable 1). The bulk of the ma-
terial is chemically resolvable into iron-rich pyroxene (\No_,PsG„L-n,,;Rh,), feldspar
(An 51 Ab, KOr.,Cn,), and silica components. ROEDDI.R and Wsntt_t:N (1970) have
presented evidence for the formation of two immiscible liquids during the late stages
of solidification. The average composition of residual material in sample 10022-28
could be within the compositional range in which immiscibility develops.
The residual material is further resolved by probe analysis as follows:
(1) Areas of iron-rich pyroxene composition often adjacent to and gradational
with augitc rims. The average composition is listed in Table 1 and individual analyses
are plotted as triangles in I ig. 5. The linear trend of triangular points at approximately
8-10 mole% MgSiO, corresponds closely to the boundary of the pyroxene stability
field at low pressures proposed by LINDSLry and Mu\, oz (1969). Pyroxene com-
positions with less Mg than indicated by this boundary are thought to be stable as
fayalite 4- quartz -l- Ca-rich pyroxene. Since we have not yet found fayalite in
sample 10022-28, we cannot rule out other explanations for the near coincidence of
the analyses with the pyroxene stability field boundary.
(2) Occasional patches of nearly pure silica. The average analysis listed in Table 1
may exhibit the erects of small amounts of microcrystalline impurities, but it is quite
close to pure SiO, We interpret this silica as a primary igneous phase crystallized
from a silica-saturated residual liquid strongly differentiated from the initial ultra-
basic melt.
M
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(3) Rare phosphnrrts-rich and zirconium-rich arras vJ11i notahle cunccntrations
of exotic elements. In 'fable I we list the ;rnal)sis of a typical phosphorus-rich area
hich also contains (wt. %): P 9 . 9, Y _- 1 . 5, Ba =- 0 . 22, La -- 0 . 54, Cc -- 1.4.
Pr — 0 . 37, Nd - 1 . 5, Sm = 0 . 42, Gd _.- 0 . 57, Dy _ 0 . 4 1-,, and detectable amounts
of Cl. Separate concentrations of Zr (ill) to 18 wt.%) with detectable arttounts of
Y, Ra, La and Ce (but no P) have also been found. These phases are too small for
complete resolution with the microprobe, but it is probable that \%c are dealingv,ith
apatite, zircon and possibly some other Zr-rich phases. Although these areas con-
stitute only it small portion of the rock, they show enrichment ill rare earth
relative to the bull: rock by factors of over 100, anal discussions of rare earth distri-
butions should lake this into account.
(4) Quartzo-feldspathic material, which usually occurs in eutectoid micro-
structures adjacent to plagioclase (Fig. Ic and f). The average composition of these
areas is given in Tahle I. I nclividual analyses call be recalculated to a naininuim of
90 mole'/,/ (CaAI_Si_O A + NaAISi;,O„ - KAISi;,O„ +- SiO)J. The residual liquid of
this composition may correspond to the silica and potassium-rich member of the
immiscible liquid pair suggested by Rot:uuett and Wr.IBLGN (1170). Once this liquid
was effectively trapped, fractional crystallization in :t closed system would result in
successive liquids of varying composition. It c •an be seen in Fi g . le and f that the net-
like plagioclase in the microstructure is optically continuous \%ith the adjacent large
grains of plagioclase. The material within the microstructure is too small la he
completel y resolved with the microprob; and may be partly glassy. A profile (4 irm
steps) starting at the edge of a pla g ioclase crystal and extending into the anamomosing
rnesostasis has been recalculated to normative minerals and plotted in ternary
projections of the quaternary feldspar–quartz system (Fig. 3—successive spots num-
bered from I to 11). The successive spots clearly show a progressive decrease in the
plagioclase component. We have included for cornparison the feldspar--quartz
crystallization boundary and the minimum melting point oil liquidus surfacC of
the ternary granite system at 500 bars Pax = „ as well as the trend of salic constituents
formed during differentiation of a terrestrial dolcrite (CARMICHAEL, 1963). We feel
that the observed chemical variations and texture suggest a continued rapid growth
of plagioclase into the residual liquid, resulting in the entrapment of liquid blebs.
The blebs may now be glassy or a combination of microcrystalli tic plagioclase,
alkali feldspar, and silica plus minor ilmenite and pyroxene. It remains to be seen
whether these differentiation trends on a microscopic scale actually occur oil larger
scale to produce salic differentiates on the moon.
PETROLOGY
Solidificalion hislory
Preliminary experimental crystallization runs have been made with the synthetic
composition described in a preceding section. It is quite certain that ilmenite is the
liquidus phase in the sample 10022 system. At present, a rather large uncertainty
must be placed on the liquidus temperature, 1200 ± 25'C, due to the scnsitMty of the
results to the effective oxygen partial pressure and to small variations in composition.
Pyroxcne begins to crystallize at approximately 1135 ± 10'C, and plagioclase
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50--75'C hclow pyroxcne. Thcsc results arc prelinliiiary, hill they are Ill
agreement \+ilh the experiurcntal results ol' MIAHA et a/. (1970) on similar composi-
tions. 'file order of beginning; of crystallization during cot)ling of the melt of sample
10022 composition is iln(cnite, pyroxene, and plagioclase. 'I he same order is strongly
suggealed by the textures.
Figure 7 ,Iio\\ ,. a series of Al concentration profile's measured frond :dge to edge
and passing throueh the center of six separate pyroxene grains. All profiles show a
rather constant concentration of Al ill 	 pigcon i te cores and an increase in the main
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Fig. 7. Aluminumconcentralion profiles aeross six composite pyroxene grains. NumN-r
of At atoms is based on 3 oxygen pyroxene formula. Scale positioned for profile A - only
origins are shown for profiles B to F (same scale as A).
body of the enclosing augite. Typical of most profiles is a large discontinuit y in the
AI gradient ill 	 outer portions of the augite. 7 he grains which do not display this
discontinuity are bounded by ilmenite crystals or other pyroxene grains. We interpret
the abrupt change in the At gradient as being related to the beginning of plagioclase
growth. Each At profile is divided into rTh• t and left portions at the center of the
pigconite core. Assuming equidimcnsional pyroxene grains for each half profile
we have calculated the relative percentages of pyroxene crystallized before (76%)
and after (24%) the discontinuity in the At gradient. On the assumption that a
corresponding percentage of ilmenite had crystallized, it is possible to calculate the
contpositiun of the liquid at this stage of solidification. In the calculation Nve have
.. 
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uwcI the average composition of ilmeniie • and pigeonitr listed in Table I , the average
autitc composition exclusive of the outer 20 1cm rhir,. and the chemical analysis of
sample 10021 (Itos1 ct al., 1970). '1 he composition is riven in 'fable 2 (No. 2j1).
We have attempted to arrive at the composition of the liquid corresponding to the
early stages of pla g ioclase gro\\th in an independent \%ay by analy/ini! the material
enclosed ccithin the tubular plagioclase grains. In sicss of the rapid i 1 rowth rf plagio-
claw discussed carliel, it is icasonab!c to assume that the liquid \%ithin the tubes aas
stafvnant and that all
	 material exchange \+illi the exterior liquid was chiefly by
f diffusion. We Ilme reasoned tll;1t file avcrare composition of the tube fillings should
yield an approximation to the liquid composition during the early plat ioclase grossth
period. The average composition of I'1 plauioclasc tulic fillinrs (120 analysis points
with a 10 pin beam) is vkcn in 'I able 2 (No. 22'). 'I he two independent estimate, are
in fair acrccr8ci ;1 considerint the necessarily approximate nature of such calculations.
'table'_. Chemical composition (recALid.Aed to 100	 of liquids dis-
cusscd in teal. Liquid 22 1 is lased on bulk analysis for sample 10022 (Rose
et al., 1970) modified to Na 30 -- 0 . 40 wt. %
22 1 22, 221 GHOL WG
S10,	 - 46.4 -- -30 . 2 -	 63-4 -	 44-0 45-0
l io, 6.2 4 8 1.9 2-9 0.3
AI,O, 17.0 12.6 I I . 4 25.7 26.7
1 co 15.3 16.4 10-7 6.5 6.1
MnO 02 - -- 0I 0•I
Mgo 2.8 2.9 1.9 5.2 7.7
CHO 10.6 11.2 7.3 15.2 13 Y
Na to 0.8 1.2 0.6 04 0.3
K,O 0.7 0-7 2.8 --
Experimental work to trace the residual liquid compositions mere aceuratcly is in
progress. Finite de micie.i, .%c t_ikc these estimates as reasonable appmvinmtions to
all
	 liquid, i.e., 60--70 wt.% solidification of the original melt.
The tahular ilmenites in sample 10022-28 frequently contain rounded blebs of
silicate material. As pointed out by ROLUDr.1t and W1f1111.EN (1970), these blebs may
riot be entirely isolated s^ithin ilmenites. Nevertheless, their avera ge composition
gives sonic indication of the liquid composition at a time \c lien ilmenite cr ystals \sere
still actively growing. In Table 2 (No. 22") we list the average of 22 analyses in 10
inclusions. All indications are that this represents a later-stage liquid than 22 1 and
22 2 , which substantiates the earlier conclusion that ilnienite continued to crystalllre
during most of the solidification history of the rock.
The problem of vesiculation of the Apollo I I lavas has not been satisfactorily
solved. The presence of sulfides in all Apollo I I rocks indicates that S. pressures may
have played a role. SKINNI It (1970) has anal y sed the iron- troJite intergro%%ths in
two fine-grained vesicular rocks (10062 and 10072) and finds an a ycrate of 8 . 4 vol. io
iron, corresponding to a composition of 28 °oS-72%Fe (by -weight). At 1200'C
a liquid of this composition has an equilibrium vapor pressure of S_ equal to 10-s5
atm ( N ALDRIA 1. 1969). Calculations indicate that temperatures in excess of 1500-C
arenecessaryto increase S., pressureover this system to 10 'atm. I lydrostatic pressure
"^[^:S'^l'f.".'"-'^.r-'SVr-,r^..^^-w^^s^,:y+w+a+;v^r^...^•.,---.+r-
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in a liquid of ? F-cm ' density at (lie !unat surface increases by approximately 5 y
111 ' atm/cm b6m the surface, Vesiculation (file primarily to S: pressure appears
till! ikcly.
1)I NSITY AND Vim osl I ' ol- LAVAS
C'ah ulalions
The density and viscosity of magmatic liquids arc physical properties \` hich arc
quite critical to a discussion of magma diffcrcmliation by crystal liquid separation as
well w, to considerations of the fluid dynvnii hehavlor of lavaS un the lunar surface.
Within the composition range• of inaUlilas (imcludinf, the compositions iti s found o the
lot
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annrlhnsilic gahbro (Wool) rr al., 19-0);
GHOL = original liquid (GAST and HUAWARD, 1970); 22' _ liquid composition al
start of plagioclase crystallization in sample 10022 (%ce text).
moon to date), the mean molar volume, V,, of silicate r. • :lts is a linear function of
composition (1101 IINGA and Wl.n.t., 1969). The volume may be expressed as 1',,, =
XrV,, H-here X, is the mole fraction of the ith oxide component of the melt and Vr
is the partial molar volume of that component. The partial molar volumes of the
major oxide components in natural silicate systems have been calculated over a wide
range of temperatures using densities measured in simple silicate liquids. The density,
p, of a liquid may be calculated from file equation p = ^ ,1",A1,^V, , where Al, is the
gram formula weight of the ith component. The agreement hetwcen calculated -nd
measured density is better than A 2 per cent (HOTtINGA and Wt:n.t., 1969). 111 Fig. 8,
we have plotted the densities of liquids of the composition of rock 10022 (Russ: el al.,
1970) and rock 10044 (AGRGLL et al., 1970).
1
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GAST and I ILIIMARU (19.70) have postulated an original liquid, i.e., a parent magma
from which the Apollo 11 lavas were derived, composed of 60\%-(."/ , plagioclase
(An,,,), 15% olivine (I'o,,,). 12 . 5; of rock 1003 composition, and 12 . 5°," of rock.
10062 composition, to explain the abundance patterns of the lanthanides in the Apollo
I I rocks. The composition of this hypothetical primitive liquid is listed in Table 2,
and the density is shown in 1 - 1 1g . 8.
Wom) et al. (1970) have identified fragments of anorthositc, gabbroic anorthositc
anc; anorthositic gabbro which they believe to be cumulates formed by fractional
crystallization ol' a ma"ma. According to Wom cr a:. (1970) the hulk composition of
the anorthositc: gabbro approaches that of the contemporaneous magma. The com-
position of this gabbro (VG) is listed in Table 2 and the calculated liquid density of
composition is shown in 1-ig. 8.
The analysis of viscosity measurements in binary, tee nary, and quaternary silicate
systems, involving combinations of the components Na,O, K._O, MgO, CaO, FcO,
MnO, ALOE , TiO, and SiO, shows that at constant temperature, the logarithm of
viscosity is a linear function of composition within composition ranges defined by
certain values of the atomic ratio (Si {- AI),'O (BOI FINGA and WEII.L, 1970). V"ithin
each composition range the viscosity (?I) may be expressed by In rl	 X;A; where
X; is the mole fraction of oxide component i, and A; is a constant which has been
determined by minimizing	 Iln ri; (measured) — In ti, (calculated )12. where j indexes
specific compositions. The above equation may be used with the appropriate A;'s
to calculate the viscosities of silicate liquids as a function of temperature and composi-
tion.
III 9, we have plotted the viscosities of lavas with the bull: compositions, of
samples 10022* (LSPEJ, 1969), 10022 (Rose et al., 1970), and 10014, 10060, 10084
(AGRELL el al., 1970). These sa,^,ples exhibit a range of compositions typical of the
different rock types collected by the crew of Apollo 11. For comparison, we have also
plotted the calculated viscosities of a Mt. Hood andesite (MHA) and a Columbia
River basalt (CR13). The individual data points in Fig. 9 are measured viscosities of
22*, MHA, and CRB ( M URASE and McBIRNEV, 1970). The viscosities of the original
liquid proposed by GAST and I IUBBARO (1970), the anorthositic gabbro composition
of Woou ct al. (1970), and IIgL,d ?2' (our estimate of the liquid composition at the
time of initial plagioclase growth) halve been calculated and plotted in Fig. 9.
Discussion
In comparison with terrestrial basaltic and andesitic magmas, melts of the com-
position of Apollo 1 I igneous rocks are characterized by low viscosities and high
densities. It call inferred that, for comparable thermal histories, lunar lavas were
capable of faster and more extensive flow than their terrestrial counterparts in spite of
lower gravity. In view of the large areal extent of individual flow's of terrestrial
plateau-type lavas such as the Columbia River Basalts, it is reasonable to propose that,
topography permitting, individual lunar lava flows may have covered considerable
portions of the mare surfaces.
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Fig. 9a and b. Viscosity of silicate liquids. Numbers refer to NASA Apollo 11 sample
designations. WG = anonhositic gabbro (WooD el a l., 1970); GHOL == original
liquid (GAsr and HUBBARD, 1970); 22' = liquid composition at start of plagioclase
crystallization in sample 10022; 22* = LSPLT (19(,9) analysis of sample 10022 (sec
text for sources of other compositions); CRB = Columbia River basalt, MIIA =tit.
Hood andesite. Plotted svmt-,ois are me: cured viscosities of: MIIA. ® ; CRB, LI .
and 2 2i -f (MURASE and MCBIRI`r.Y, 1970).
Radiative cooling of the flows would cause rapid formation of an upper crust
under which the main liquid mass continued to move. The low viscosities of the liquids
would promote the formation of lava tubes of larger dimensions than those fou:)d on
earth. Collapse of the upper crusts might result in topographic features similar to the
sinuous rillcs which have been observed on the mare surfaces. Previous explanations
of these featur have postulated the erosive action of sonic free-flowing material,
and water has been suggested as a possible Substance. The absence of hydrous phases
in the Apollo 1 I and 12 samples raises serious doubts regarding the existence of water
near the lunar surface subsequent to mare formation. Fluid lavas may provide a
viable alternative.
The scarcity of glass or fine-grained matrix minerals in the Apollo 11 igneous rocks
could be related to the low viscosities of the liquids, since low viscosities in general
5.6 6.e
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favor 'aster crystal growth. III regard, it should be noted that the viscosity Cf
liquid 22 1 (60--70 per cent of original 22 liquid s(lidificd) is still appreciably lower thar,.
that of conlpletel) molten Columbia River Basalt (I W. 9).
In 10\v viscosity magmas with dense minerals oil liquidus, crystal-liquid phase
separation should have pla yed an important rule in controlling the evolution of lunar
igneous rocks, especiallq where lame volumes of lllagnla have accumulated. In pa iic-
ular, the chemistry and mineralogy of mare surface rocks may he deter mined by such
a process. It can be shown that even small ilmenite crystals (p =- 4 . 7 g-cm a and
1001im radius) settle through a nult of the composition of rock 10022 (at 1250'C,
:l = 24 poises and p = 3 . 01 g-crn 3 ) at a rate approaching I cm/hr. In view of this,
the absence of cumulate textures in Apollo I I igneous rocks is puzzling,. Ilowever,
the vesiculation, mineralopy and textures of the rocks imply that only the upper sur-
faces or the thin portions of flows were sampled. Although cumulate textures are
absent, detailed modal analyses of the nucrogabbros may reveal the effects of gravita-
tional settling of phases such as ilmenite.
An impact origin for the mare basins is most probable. Regardless of lh:• ultimate
origin ("volcanism" or impact generation) or the magmas which filled the basin,
there is general agreement that the mare infilling must be considered the product of
extensive volcanic activity. In this case, concentrations of early-crystallizing dense
minerals might be expected towards the central portions of the maria, i.e., close to the
magma feeders of the system. Such concentrations may be related to the mascons
found under many circular maria.
GAS'r and HURt1ARD (1970) postulate the formation of plagioclase-rich cumulates
from a liquid whose composition is shown in Table 2 (GAOL). In&pmclently,
Woou e1 al. (1970) reach a sianilar conclusion and suggest that their analysed anortho-
sitic gabbro (Table 2, WG) approaches the composition of the magma from which
plagioclase was separating. III 8 we have shown the density contrast between
plagioclases An,,,—A n so and liquids of the composition of GHOL and WG. The
calculated viscosities of these liquids are shown in Fig. 9. The viscosities of these
liquids are comparatively high, and the density contrast between plagioclase and liquid
is very small. Both facts make it difficult to envisage large-scale separation of plagio-
clase from such liquids in their early stages of solidification. Both compositions are
extremely rich in plagioclase components and it may be assumed that plagioclase is
the liquidus phase. As plagioclase crystallization occurs, the density of the remaining
liquid will increase and its viscosity may decrease. It is possible that at some later
stage, floatation of plagioclase would occur in such a system.
It also seems possible to us that anorthosites might form from parent liquids that
do not crystallize plagioclase first. Such liquids would be considerably less viscous,
	
and sinking of dense phases such as ilmenite, olivine and pyroxene, possibly in addition 	 -
to floatation of plagioclase, might produce rocks rich in plagioclase. It is interesting
to note that the anorthosite layers in the Stillwater Complex are underlain by thick
sequences of early-formed layers rich in cumulus olivine and pyroxene. The high
Mg0/Fe0 ratio in WooWs anorthositic gabbro apparently rules out the possibility
that the parent liquid which produced anorthositic differentiates had a composition
similar to that of the Apollo 1 I igneous rocks.
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SUMMARY
Light microscopy and electron probe microanalysis, as well as experimental work
have been used to study the composition and paragenesis of the mineral phases of
sample 10022-28. The liquid us temperature is 1200 1. 25'C and the order of beginning
of crystallization o1' the major phases is ilmenite, augite, plaZ;ioclasc. Pigeonite and
olivine probably crystallized early and were litter partially resorbed. llmenitc a l> <srs
to have precipitated during most of the solidification history, while plaLioclaSc began
to crystallize only after 60-70 wt. %0 of the original liquid had solidified. Inturstitial
materials represent the last stage products ofa liduid differentiated through fractional
crystallization in an essentially closed system. Differentiation trends leading to
increased concentrations of silicon and potassium have been measured Ntithin the
duartzo-feldspathic portions of the residuutH. The remainder of the interstitial mate-
rial is predominantl y
 of metasilicate composition. These two fractions may represent
the immiscible liquid pair discussed by Rormwit and WL1111.1 N (1970). Considerable
enrichment of lanthanides, Y, Ba, Zr and 1' occur in small areas of the residual
material.
Our analyses indicate at least two different rates of solidification. A relatively
slow rate of growth for the pigeonite, olivine, tabular ilmenite and augite (exclusive
of rim) is followed by faster growth of augite rims, platy ilmenite. tubular plagioclase,
and interstitial phases. The continued low viscosity of the liquid fraction during this
latter stage indicates that molecular transport processes are still rather effective,
permitting growth of relatively large crystals until solidification was nearly complete.
We believe that the increased rate of crystallization is due to an increase in the rate
of cooling. Sample 10022 is interpreted as part of a thin lava flow unit as indicated
by the low liquid viscosity and the presence of vesicles. Initially flov,ing under a
thin crust the melt cools relativel y slo, dy. Subsequent local breaching of the thin,
insulating crust will result in an accelerated cooling rate.
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MINERALOGY AND PUROLOGY OF APOLLO 12 SAMPLE No. 12013:
A PRO(;RESS REPOIt'T
MA DRAKE, LS.McCALU1M, G.A.McKAY and D.P.WEILL
Center for l uleanology. UnircrsitY of Oregon, Lin,:env, Oregon 97407, USA
Received 3 August 1970
A mineralogical-petrological survey of Apollo 12 sample 12013 has been mac ,_- with petrographic microscope and
electron nni ioprobe. The rock is extremely hetetugeneous and consists of at Ieasl lc, , o separate fragmental unit; (light
and dark) permeated by a once-fluid granitic eompon mt. The fragmental material irvludcs a wide variety of lithic
and crystal fragments sonic of which h.rvc not yet been repurted from other lunar samples. The granitic component is
essentially bimincralic, with dominant potassic fe!dspar plus silica.
i
1. Introduction
Preliminary examination of Apollo 12 samples [ 11
has already revealed sume interesting contrasts in
chemistry, mineralogy, physical properties and ages
with the Apollo 1 1 samples. As further analytical
work proceeds, careful comparison of the two samp-
lings will form a basis for new sets of boundary con-
ditions to be satisfied by proposed explanations of
the origin of the lunar surface material. In the early
stages of lunar surface exploration, individual samples
which differ notably from the average in any way
inherently, assurne a significance quite disproportional
to their mass, e.g., the anorthositic component of the
soil 121 and Luny Rock No. 1 131 in the Apollo 1 1
sample. Apollo 12 sunple no. 12013 [ 11 is chemically
unique among all the lunar samples because of notable
enrichments in SiO 2 (61 wt.%), K 2 0 (2.0 wt.%),
ZrO 2 (0.30 wt. 7c), Li (100 ppm), Y (240 ppm), Ba
(2150 ppm), Rb (33 ppm), Pb (30 ppm), Nb (170 ppm),
Yb (20 ppm), Th (31 ppm), and U (I 1 ppm). Pre-
liminary examination at the Lunar Receiving Labora-
tory revealed that the rock was extremely hetero-
geneous. The whole rock sample weighed 82 g and
was approximately 4 cm in the longest dimension.
Three polished thin sections were prepared from a
thin slab cut several millimeters from the west end
(LRL orientation) o the specimen. Chips from a
4 nun thick slab (sample no. 12013, 10) im!ncdiately
adjoining the thin section niz:terial were distr-
butod for various chemical analyses via Dr. G.I.
Wasserburg of the California Institute of'rcc!,,ojogy.
Progress reports on some of these analyses are pub-
lisiv d in this volume. With such a heterogeneous
sample, it is difficult, if not impossible, to interpret
the chemical (Lta without some knowiedge of the
mineralogy and petrography. The three thin sections
currently being examined by its with petrographic
microscope and electron microprobe represent a
good cross-section of the material distributed for
analysis, and, although our investigation is not com-
plete, we herein report our preliminary results.
2. General description
The three thin sections are shown, in figs. la--c.
All locations rcter to the grid on these figures. During
mounting of the sections it LRL, the slab correspond-
ing to section 12013, 15 was reversed relative to the
other two. The three photographs show the present
configuration of polished surfaces. The reversed nu-
merical scale of fig. lb is a qualitative reminder of the
misorientation which must be kept in mind when
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Fig. I (a)—(c). Tiansrnitted light photographs of three thin sections forming a nearly continuous surface across sample 12013. The
scale in each photograph is given by a I nun bar.
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attempting to follow struclures from one section to
the next. Thus, corner 19/11 of sect ion 12013, 1.3 cor-
responds to corner 20/A of section 12013, 15 (rreg-
Iecting Leif loss in sawinit and thickness of original
slab), and corner 30/S of 12013, 15 adjoins 36/Q of
12013,14.
The most obvious large scale feature of 12013 is
a cleat-cut division hctween light and dank colored
areas.'hhc lit;lit and dart: areas contain suites of frag-
mental mateiiail which appear to he distinct, and it
is clear that at least two breccias arc involved. 'I he
term polymict hreccia was first proposed by \Pahl
141 to desciihe meteorite material of simiL rly com-
plex accuimilation history. A somewhat less obvious
feature is the presence of At"ali feldspar and silica in
various modes of :iccimence throughout both light
and dark areas. A vein rich in these two minerals
may be seen cutting through the dank lithology from
47/P to 39/N m rig. lc. Spherical Vt ovoid fillings
of the same material are common in the d;uk area in
fig. la . One of these (7/1') shows a connection to
the main body of the light lithology. The lil;ht litho-
logy throughout .ell truce sections is permeated by
and owes much of its light coloring to this alkali feld-
spar and silica-rich material Its occuncnce as cross-
cutting veins and rounded fillings in the dark litho-
logy as well as binding matrix in the light lithology
(and to it lesser extent in the dark lithology) suggests
that this salic material entered the rock in a fluid state,
and that this "intrusive" event was the most recent
in the formation of the rock.
3. Light lithology
The light areas of 12013 call
	 described in terms
of a fragmental component and it widesuread potassic
"granite" component which permeates much of the
area and probably acts as the dominant cementing
agent. A potassium X-ray scan across the light-dark
matrix boundary at 10/1- (fig. 2a) shows a well-defined
drop lit 	 concentration at the boundary. The granitic
material did not permeate the dark lithology to the
extent observed in file light.areas, and we reason that
the dark areas were lithified prior to the int!usion of
the granitic phase. lit 	 the light lithology may
have been relatively loose particulate material. A
gencrai description of the recognizable fragments is
given below. Quantitative nrinerrdogical data are
treated in a separate section.
Sonic ol'the particles in the liglit area arc easily
recogniiahic as fragments of ruck lyp,• s previously
identified in other lunar samples. A fresh-looking,
fragnrc• nl of' sub-ophitic basalt is \N , cll displaycd ir:
area 23100 of fig. 11). Other recog,nizahlc harsallic
fragments, somewhat mire altered, arc found at
24 . 25/N-0, 30/Q, 20/X1, 33/13, 18 . 19/Ni-N, 13/J•K,
1 1/K. Sniallcr fial",nrcnts displaying basaltic texture
and mineralogy arc relativel y conunou. The fresh-
lookinl; fragments contain lildc or no alkali feldspar
plus silica,whctcas altered frail;nrcrrls 111;ry contain
as much as 5 101, of this granitic tnalcrial.
A relatively coarse grained (up In I milt) igneous
association of py loxene, olivine, pla goclasc, ihnenite
and titanian chr " nnite bordcis section 12013. 13
(5-13/C-N of rig. la). The coarse feirumagnesian
silicates and subordinate plagioclase and opaques may
represent an ultrnnafic igtieous ruck. A similar oc-
currence is located at 16-IS/G-1. Sonic coarse-grained
fragments of p) roxene and llagiocl:ue mineralogy
are found at 21/J, 2/K, 28/L-N1, 27/1) and 26 01 1—
Certain shock features arc found in this mateiial as
well as in sonic other Iilhic and crystal fragtnenh
throughout the ruck. Nlicrofractmes and variable
extinction are quite common. Fig. 3a illustrates
lamellae in a large pyroxcnc grain which have been
slightly deformed into in S-shaped array. Several
plagioclase grains display linear trains of bubble-like
inclusions (fig. 3b). Microprobe scans show no appic-
ciable compositional contrast of these inclusions with
the host. Incipient nulling of plagioclase due to rapid
healing by shock or sonic other process may have
given rise to these It-iltucs. Maim Ceatmes in sonic
pyroxcnc fragments are exsolution lamellae rather
than shuck features. One such example (taken from
the dark lithology where they arc also found) is illus-
trated by it 	 X-ray scan in fig. 2d showing Ca-rich
lamellae in a Ca-poor host. lit 	 to Apollo I I
breccias there is very little glass remaining in 12013,
and we have found no clear-cut examples of diaplectic
glass.'fbis may be due to late-stage thermal annealing
of the sample since many textures call 	 int•.rpreted
as the result of nearly conrplc' - devitrificaliun. The
rock sections arc thicker than normal, making it diffi-
cult to identify small volumes of glass if they are
present.
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A few widely scattered dark grains (e.g., 12/K,
20/K, 20/11-1) display a nricrograplhic (eutectic?) inter-
growth of very fine-grained plagioclase, pyroxene ;end
ilmcnite. The texture, shown in fig. 2b, most likely
developed during rapid cooling of liquid droplets or
devitrification ofglass fragments. Several fragments
%vith chondr tiled ike textures have been identified.
Two of these lunar chondrules may be seen at 30-31/
M-N. Less obvious fragments have also been identified
at 3010-P and 24/1). The characteristic pattern of
radiating prisms is illustrated in fig. 2c. Augite and
Ca-poor pyroxene, plagioclase, ilrrenite and titanian
chromite are present. Again, these textures are due
to devitrification or quench crystallization of liquid
droplets.
4. Dark lithology
For convenience, all &, rk areas are discussed to-
gether in this section. We are not certain, however,
that they all compose a single lithic unit. In particu-
lar, the main dark area of fig. la is somewhat distinct
from the other dark areas in texture and sonre min-
eralogical details (cf. section oil 	 The
dark color is due in large measure to a fine-grained
matrix which is richer in opaque m i nerals (and per-
haps very small fragments of devitrified glass?) than
the light lithology. As previously pointed out, the
dark lithology has been permeated by the granitic
material somewhat less than the light lithology.
Nevertheless, there is much evidence of alkali feld-
spar and silica in the dark: lilhology in addition to
veins and well defined ovoid fillings. Many crystal
and lithic fragments in the dark as well as the light
lithology show fractures filled by the granitic com-
ponent. Figs. 2e and 2f show a licaled fracture in a
plagioclase crystal. The dark lithology shows some
signs of bulk plastic flow, which are test displayed
by the outlines of the dark area in fig. 1 a. This most
probably took place when hot matrix fragments of
the dark breccia were still glassy. Most of the min-
eral species identified in the light lithology may also
be found in the dark lithology. Comparison of
mineral compositions are given in a separate section
below.
Anorthositic fragments have been recognized in
the dart lithology. One such fragment, 1 nlnr in
diame ter, may be seen at 32/1:. It is composed of ap.
proximately 80% fine 1,rained calcic plagioclase :rid
20'/',', pyroxene (Ca-rich and Ca-poor). The pyroxene
grains are scattered throughout the anhcdral plagio-
cl:ise matrix and additional subhcdial plagioclase laths
ate enclosed in the pyroxene. Another plagioclase-rich
frap,,ment, approxinwlcly 0.3 nim in diameter, is
located at 29/1. A small (0.3 nun) choirlhulc-like
fragment (29/G) leas hc, en identified in the dark seam
cutting across fig. lb . It is similar texturally and nrin-
eralogically to the lunar chondrule fragments in the
light lithology. An area of plagioclase composition
(cf. table 2) is located at 13A5/D-L'. 1'he rounded
outline of the area and the variolitic texture shown
in fig. 3 suggest devithified pkigioclasc spherule
similar to those described in the Apollo I I sample.
A vein-like distribution of light material niay y be seen
within fire dart: scam which cuts fig. Ib. 11 iscom-
posed largely of plagioclase which is significantly more
sodic than the rest of the 12013 plagioclase. Some
alkali-feldspar plus silica is associated with this plagio-
clase. Certain granitic fragments (e.g., 24/11-1 and
32/11) appear to be completely incorporated within
the dark seam of fig. I b. These may be continuous in
the third dimension with the granitic material of the
light lithology.
If one looks at the texture of the dark: lithology
long enough, a pattern of arcuate trails of crystal and
lithic fragments emerges. These resemble the features
described by McKay et A. 151 and Richardson et al.
161 and identified by them as lunar accretionary
lapilli formed in a hot, turbulent, impact-generated
cloud. We are not fully convinced of the presence of
these features in 12013, and we invite the reader to
judge for himself. They seem best developed in the
dark lithology of section 12013, 14 (fig. Ic, areas
42-43/0-11 and 42-43/L-M). McKay et al. believe that
the accretionary lapilli are the dominant structural
feature of the Apollo 1 i microbreccias, and their
arguments appear convincing to us. however, it must
be stated that these features are subtle and have not
yet been identified by other groups who have exam-
ined the microbreccias. Formation of the dark litho-
logy (arid perhaps the entire rock?) as an ignimbrite
laid down by a lunar base surge cloud is not incom-
patible with our results at this stage.
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5. Granitic component
Potassic feldspar mid silica occur lhnwghuut the
entire ruck in intimate intergruwth (fig. 4a). Their
association in cross-cutting veins, ovoid fillings, ; ! nd
veinlets in fractured mineral grains (fig. 2e) can
only be explained in terms of fluid injection. The
fluid may have been a true granitic magnia or a hot
rhyolitic glass phase. The present textures make it
difficult to differe=ntiate unequivocally between
these two possibilities. Two relatively large (I imn)
pc;assic feldspar grains have been found in close
proximity to the otherwise much finer-grained
granitic component. One of these has small inclu-
sions of chrontian ulv6 pinel and e.icloses grains of
relatively sodic (-~ An 52 ) plagioclase. Its composi-
tion (0i,, Ab2, Any) falls within the range of the
moo: abundant smalier polassic feldspar crystals.
These larger alkali feldspar grains may represent
phenocrysts of the granitic magma. large crystals
of tridymile (1 tom) have also been found in contact
with the finer-grained granitic component, but their
textural relationship to the fine-grained granitic
component is not particularly suggestive of a pheno-
cryst-groundmass association. Much of the alkali
feldspar occurs in the form of culiedfal, stubby pi isms
up to 50 pill long. These occur within a matrix of
slender needles of silica and finer, often clouded,
anhedral alkali feldspar (fig. 4a). Crystallization of
potassium granite liquids or glass is well known to be
a slow process. In the complete absence of fluidizing
components, they will not completely crystallize in
several years 181. Very slow cooling and/or the erst-
while presence of a volatile phase might explain the
observed textures.
The ovoid fillings seen in the dark lithology of
fig. la represent the occurrence of the granitic com-
ponent least contaminated with obvious inclusions.
The average of large beam analyses in eight separate
fillings is presented in table 1. The slightly low total
is due to cracks in the section. The molecular norm
of the 12013 granitic component reaffirms its pre-
dominantly bimineralic character. Liquid of this corn-
position is most readily explained as the residual pro-
duct of fractional crystallization or as an initial melt
phase (not necessarily equilibrium melting, and ob-
viously predominantly involving silica and polassic
feldspar phases). The former mechanism is already
Table 1
Elecoun probe analyses of salic component in avoid tiller _+
of dash lith(11ogy in ,:unpic 12013. 1 14-11 silica glass analyses
171 hone Apollo I I rocks ;r c ill cludcd from comparison.
Average of Average of
8 fillings W. 33 hn_h Si s. d.
glasws
Si0 2 73.5 1.6 75.4 2.9
TiO 2 0.50 0.18 0.52 0.12
Al 2 0 3 12.2 0.54 11.5 1.6
1'c0 0.92 0.56 2.5 1.1
tr1 1"0 0.37 0.34 0.26 0.17
Ca0 1.2 0.46 1.8 0.9
NO 0.94 0.23 n.d. n. d.
Na 2 0 1.4 0.18 0.37 0.30
K 2 0 6.9 0.58 6.5 2.4
97.93 98.85
Molecular norm of 12013 salic component:
Or=43.0 11=().7
Ab = 13.0 1vo=0.3
An =	 5.3 97.1 En = l.11. 	 2.9
Cn = 	1.8 Fs=0.8
Q = 34.0
known to result in the K-rich siliceous liquid now
forming the mesostasis of many .^pollo 1 1 igneous
rocks. The average of 33 analyses of high-silica Apollo
1 1 nresestasis 171 is also given in table 1. The simi-
larity in major clement concentration is striking. There
is significantly more Na and less Fe in the 12013 gra-
nitic phase.. The difference in Fe is probably explained
by unavoidable contamination of finely intermixed
high-Fe glass in the Apollo 11 analyses 171 . Both com-
positions can quite accurately be termed Potassic
granites. Creation of a specialized, binrinerali: corn-
position of this type by vapor phase differentiation
seems less likely.
The presence of a granitic component in lunar
rocks is not new, but the scale and concentration
factors have been appreciably magnified in 12013.
The probability of granitic rocks on the moon has
been somewhat increased. It can be assumed that the
dark miciobreccia(s) and the fragmental components
of the light lithology pre-date the injection of the
granitic component. If the granitic component of
12013 is a portion of a larger granitic rock, several
possible explanations exist for the final lithifaction
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Table 2
hlicroprobe analyses of plagioclase, alkali feldspar, pyroxcne, olivine, ilmenile, and litanian chromite In 12013
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Si0 2 48.82 51.30 60.93 51.55 35.95 0.21 0 27 0.26 0.37 0.29 0.27 (01
1i0 2 0.64 0.10 -- 0.33 0.03 54.37 53.35 54.06 5 2.1 1 8.87 12.07 8.40
Al 2 0 3 30.32 31.35 22.52 0.59 0.17 0.17 0.23 0.20 (1. 10 10.17 6.26 8.50
Cr 2 0 3 - - - 0.23 (1.113 0.19 0.61 0.28 0.50 41.61 40.25 43.61
I cO 1.14 0.21 0.13 26.15 35.99 41.29 43.27 43.48 44.56 36.54 37.64 36.92
M 11 - - - 0.35 0.33 0.33 0.35 0.39 0.35 0.28 0.35 0.34
IstgO 0.65 0.10 0.0 19.09 28.23 3.49 2.58 2.18 1.39 2.60 2.23 2.10
('20 14.59 13.66 3.87 1.73 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.19 0.14 0.08 0.12 0.21
1330 n.d. 0.11 1.19 - - - - - - - - -
Sr0 n.d. n.d. 0,05 - - - - -
Na 2 0 2.62 3.54 3.46 0.0 - - - -
K O 0.34 0.34 7.99 - - - - -
Total	 99.11	 100.71	 100.14	 100.03	 100.87
1. Plagioclase in denitrified glass sphentle, 43-45/D-I:.
2. Plagioclase crystal fragment in dark lithology.
3. 1{uhedral alkali feldspar in granitic component, 34/1).
4. Low-Ca pyroxcne crystal fragment in dark lithology.
S. Olivine crystal ftagntenl in dark h(liulugy.
6. Iltnenite crystal fragment in dark lithology.
100.15	 100.74	 100.85
	
99.52
	 100.43	 99.18	 100.40
7. Ilinenite cr y stal fragment in light lithology.
8. Ilmenitc in unaltered olihilic basalt lithic fragment, 23/0-1,
9. M icular ilmenilc in graniuc material.
10. Tilanian chromite cryslal fr -incnt in hrht lithology.
11.Titani:+n clttontitc from hutar cl. ndrul • i n li lit lithology.
12. 7'itanian chum din in altered ophitic l,: salt lithic fragnunt.
stage of 12013. The non-granitic components may be
xenoliths incorporated in a granitic magma. Alter-
natively, they may be fragments incorporated in a
rhyolitic ignimbiitc. In the latter case, the injection
of the granitic component may have been in the
form of rhyolite glass remobilized by compaction of
the hot flow after it cane to rest. A variant of the
latter hypothesis might involve remobilizati ,o of an
underlying rhyolitic regolith during compaction of it
hot basic igninibrite. Some of the vesicles in the (lark
lithology of fig. la are still voids and apparently the
granitic fluid has not completely penehated the
nucrobreccia. This observation tends to favor file
iyjrinibrilc origin. Both hypotheses assume large
volumes of granitic material. It is perhaps equally
tempting to venture an explanation based on a more
nx)dest extrapolation not involving rock types that
have not yet been identified in the current lunar
sampling. A localized concentration of Apollo 11-type
rnesostasis is a possibility. There may be sonic me-
chanism, comparable to filter pressing, which can
concentrate this low inciting material from relatively
small rock volumes and inject it into neighboring voids
Again, the compacting interior of a hot igninlbrite (in
this case of more basic bulk composition) might be a
suitable environment.
6. 111inc1:10gv
The data presented in figs. 5 and 6 for the f:rro-
inagnesian minerals and the feldspars represent three-
element nticroprobc analyses. The raw data wee^
corrected for background, drift, and matrix effecis
using correction factors obtained for each (•lenient
front complete analyses of representative grains.
These p:nti:d analyses are accurate to within 3%.
Complete nticroprobc analyses of typical grains of
the major phases are listed in table 2.
6.1. Oli v ine aril p},roxcnc
Olivine and two pyroxenes occur in all lithologies.
They range in size from submicron particles to 1 nun.
For convenience, we have grouped the grains into
crystal fragments (> 15 pill) and matrix (< 15 Nil).
The density of points in fig. 5 corresponds roughly
to the relative abundance of the two pyroxenes. With
the exception of the granitic component, low-Ca
pyroxenes are predominant. Fig. 5 shows the rather
restricted compositional range and limited iron enrich-
ment of pyroxenes in 12013. We have not yet found
pyroxenes showing, the extreme iron enrichment of
Apollo 1 I pyroxenes. The few complete analyses
1
a
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made indicate a sil?nificanlly lower Tit)z and A1,0.4
content conrpated to the Apollo I I p) , roxc• nes. A
notable feature of the pyroxenc is the c:omnton
occurrence of microprobe resolvable exsolu;ion
lamellae, which are found ill 	 pyroxenes ( fig. 2d).
Analysed host-l;nncllac pairs from a large low-Ca
pyroxenc• crystal ill 	 ultramafic lithic fragment
(16 . 18/G-1) are shown in fig. 5f.
Cr) stal fragments of olivine in the dart, lithology
are quite honmgcnanrs, but it range of compositions
is covered by the different grains (fit;. Sit). Individual
pyroxenc crystal fragments in the daik lithology also
show a restricted compositional range (fig. 5a) thoul;h
the total spread is f.,tirly large (fig. 5b). The more Mg-
rich olivines and pN ioxenes occur in the dark litho-
logy of 1 ?013, 14. 1yroxenes in the matrix of the
dark lithology show a - , :;;rower compositional range
(fig. 5c). This may be due to inadequate sampling.
py roxenes in the rnanix of the light lithology (Iig.
5e) are significantly more iron-rich than those in the
dark lithology, indicating a different source region.
A recurring problem in studying the granitic mate-
rial is differentiating authigenic ntinc;als from those
incorporated front the surrounding material. Apart
from alkali feldspar and silica necdlcs, the same
minerals occur in both. Criteria which we have found
useful in making, 1he distinction are crystal habit,
chemical composition and the abundance of the par-
ticular mineral in the adjacent non-granitic material,
although it Is possible that the intrusive granitic com-
punent has incorporated xenocrysts frorn another
locality.
Small rounded grains of pytoxene (fig. 5g, symbols
+ and tj) in the granitic material may be contaminants,
since they are not significantly different in composi-
tion from pyroxenes in the adjacent material. Two
elongated prisms of Ca-rich pyroxene at,- associated
with the granitic material at 34/1 : 4 This crystal
habit is not found ir: pyroxenes elsewhere in 12013,
leading its to believe they arc authigenic. This conclu-
sion is reinforced by their re t aliveiy iron-rich com-
position (fig. 5g). Similar pyroxenes are associated
with the granitic material at 38 .41/F-G (fig. 5h).
6.2. Pelds/wrs
Selected data from several hundred feldspar
analyses are presented in fig. 6. The total range of
plagioclase composition is An,, to An 17 . This wide
ran,,,e is observed in the matrix (< 1 S Emn) of both
light :urtl d;ul, lithologics. Plagioclase crystal fragments
larger than 15 Nnr define it similar range of composi-
Iiou in the lil ,.hf litholol,) , (fig. 6a) but do not appear
to extend as far to the sotlic end in the dark lithology
(fiq. 6c). This probably reflects the snrtll sampling; of
only four individual pr;tilm Fig. 6c indicates that these
individual crystals are relativel y
 homogeneous and
unrolled. Certain groupings of plagioclaw and pyroxene
crystals form arcuate trails which tray be related to
accretionary lapilli formation. The comp""iliuns of
plagioclasc and pVroxene from these areas show little
v:triation, suggesting a common provenance. Analyses
from :.;ch an ::re:, at 41/0-1) are sho%vn ill 	 5h and
6i. ,.,aril() I I igneous rocks contain %cry fet y plagio-
c!ases more sotlic than A1170. The igneous rocl, plagio-
clase r:urge for Apollo 12 is Anso to Any„ j 1 j , more
nearly compatible with that found its 12013.
A light colored, incgul,uly shaped vein recurs
within the dark seam culling across fig. 16. It is com-
posed dominantly of plagioclase, Uul contains local
concentrations of alkali feldspar and silica. I'll,: plagio-
clase crmposition is constant and signific; , nrly more
sotlic (Ali, o try Artss) than chewherc in 12013. fig.
6g shows a composition plat of this plagioclase to-
gether with the associated alkali feldspar which sug-
gests a possible equilibration between the two solid
solutio;rs.
Plagioclase compositions front various lithic frao
ments and lunar chondrules (figs. 6e, 6f and 6h)
indicate little compositional variation within individual
fragments.
Alkali feldspar is the major phase of the granitic
component %A ;Ich has permeated much of rock 12013.
The total range of composition is given in fig. 6j along
with the approximate Limit of solid soluiion expected
fur hiEh tentperatme, Ory magmas based upon terres-
trial feldspars 181. A large number of the lunar alkali
feldspars significantly exceed this solubility limit.
Many of' these analyses refer to relatively large crys-
tals which appear quite homogeneous within the limit
of resolution of the microprobe and optical micro-
scope (fir. 4a). A complete analysis of all
alkali fcldsnar is given in table 2. BaO is present in the
alkali feldspars in concentrations of up to 4 wt.` ,,
with the highest concentrations being found in the
most potassic varieties.
Analyses at 2 pin steps across a single alkali feldspar
two
- °rs
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crystal arc shown ill 	 U. A sharp drop in An con-
Icnt occurs it 	 hint file cdpc. In pencrul,
cuhedr.il crystals are richer iii An cimlent than fine-
Frainecl matrix alkali feldspars, sgSesting that An-
rich material cr)sIAli/( d prior to the An- i )wr niatr-
rial.
The total analyses of both plagioclase and alkali
feldspars completed to date indicate a close approach
to stoichitimettic roluircincnts. This contrasts with
analyses of Apollo I 1 plagioclases front certain i;,,.
ncous rocks 110, 111 .
6.3. 11mcWte
Ilntenile, the most ahtind;nrt opaque mineral, is
found in varyingpropoitions ill 	 lifholugics. Abun-
dant, fine-grained ihuenitc in the matrix of tie (Lull
lithology is largely responsible for the dark color of
these areas. There is a complete gradation in grain
size frow millimeter-size to submicrrm-size cryst;il
fragments. A typical analysis of ilmcnitc from file
dark lithology matrix is given ill
	 2.
Ilmcnite is nwch less abtrnd;mt in the light litho-
logy wh ., re it occurs as rallier large crystal frrl,nunls
in the matrix (analysis 7). All clearly identified lithic
fragments in the lil,lit lithology contain variable
amount% of ilnienitc. The range of composition is
limited, aril only one typical i nalysis (no. 8) is shown.
Lunar chondrules (fig. 2c) and the fine-grained micro-
graphic intergrowths (fig. 2b) contain small (< 10 µm)
equant ilmcnitc grains with a virtually constant com-
position.
The plagioclase-rich vein which cuts the dark
litholohy in the tipper part of fig. lb, is almost free
of ilnlenite. The few grains found may represent non-
authigenic ilmcnitc front the surrounding dark litho-
logy. Equant grains of ilnreritr (composition similar
to no. 7) make tip approximately one per cent of the
anortho%itic lithic fragments in the dark lithology.
The granitic material contains minor amounts of Mg-
poor, authigenic ilmcnitc with an acicular habit (fig.
4a, anal) sis no. 9).
All ihnei;ites are stoichioniet6c with (Fe +Mg+hln)
= Ti = 1.00 ± 0.02 (3 ox)'gcns). SiO 2 , CaO, C1`2 03,
AI 2 O 3 comprise approximately one weight per cent
of the total analysis. The most important composi-
tional variable is the Nlg/(Mg+ Fe) mole ratio. The
average value of this ratio is 0.138 (dark lithology),
0.098 (light lithology matrix), 0.082 (ophitic basalt),
0.086 (chonditiles), and Q.052 (granitic material).
These data ;ire in h;iinruny with the 1r^ • roxr11c data
which show a similar trend in the All;/(Nig i Fc) ratio.
'I he composition of ilinci itc in file granitic material
iscottsisit-of Willi flit highly differentiated character
of the latter.
6.4. Tiranian chimnilc, ahiminian cht-omile, and
(hr mrian a i 3O!-- rinv1
Allhotyh C'r in 12013 is lower than ill Apollo
12 and Apollo I I s,rnples 1 1 1, chioniiunr-iirh spincls
arc ielalively ahumh:it. There is a considerable range
in composition but lrcv are as titanium-rich as those
reported front
	
ollo 1 1 cr)-stallinr rocks and breccias
191. Repicsentative analyses from various lithologies
are given ill 	 2. C'hronrites are rel;rt ively rare in
the matrix and lithic fragrncnts of the dark litliolugy.
While no large crystal fragments of chromitc were
found, there are scnnc inicron-size grains ill 	 dark
matrix. Large (200 Inn to 300 pin) fragments of
chrurnitc arc scattered llnoughout the light lithulogy
(no. 10). The altered ophitic basalt fralmtents in the
light lithology contain chiomitcs Willi a range in 110;
of 7.2 to 9.2 wt./r. No cluomite was found in the un-
altered ophitic basall. Lunar choudi tiles contain equal
amounts of chrow.ite (TiO 2 = 5.3 to 14.0) ;unf ilmcnitc
(fit:. 2c), while ill 	 of the coarse-grainccl lithic
fragnlci;ts, e.g. 21-220, chiomite (TiO; = 3.7 to 12.1)
is the predominant opaque Illincial.
C'hiomites arc absent from the plagioclase-rich \ein
which cuts the dark lithology in the upper part of fig.
lb . With the exception of the large crystal of alkali
feldspar at 33/1 , which contains a fc;. , inclusions of
chroinian ulvospinel (TiO 2
 = 25.0 to 26.2), no spinels
were fount; in the salic material. Cuniposite crystal
fragments of ilmcnitc and titanian chiontite are com-
mon in some coarse-grained lithic fragments (frl;. 4g).
Apart from the ulvospinel, the spinels are relatively
rich in the chromile molecule. The range of composi-
tion is from Chis i ,sUsp, K , 9 Sp 9 . 6 to Chr-?o.5l1sp14.4Sprs.r
where Chu = FeC'i 2 O,, Usp = FejiO 4 , and Sp =
(Fe, Nig, Mn)Al 2 04 . SiO 2 +CaO is less than 0.5 wt.r.
6.5. Troilitc
I roilite is not abundant. A systematic search re-
veals a few micron-size grains of tn,ilitc distributed
throughuu; file dark lithology, the light lithology,
and lithic fragments within these litholugies. An ex-
-^,,..+-.^,ec..-^---
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rrption to lliis general rule is one lithic (rat :neon at
47-15/0-1' in the cl,nl, lithology cnrnpmed almost en-
tirciy of low-Ca pyroxene with several per cent troilite
andassociatc nninor iron metal.
In contctst to the paucity of troilitc in the dark and
light lithologies, it IS relatively abliII&Inn in the salic
material. Crystals up to 50 pin make up a few per cent
of the granitic vein material at 22 . 23/Q-S. Several of
these larger troilitc grains were analysed lot Fc •
 and S.
A t y pical anAysis gives Fe = 63.3 and S 35.5 wt.%-.
Thisc, , rresponds to a mole Iatio Fe/S = 1.02, and it
is r
	
,Ic that approximately 27. Fe metal is iticludcd
ui Wr tro.1ite as suhmicroscopic grains.
6.6. fron corral
The largest concentrations of iron are associated
with troilitc, largely in the salic nt;iteriA and Il,c single
lithic fragment described above. Although composite
troilitc-iron grains arc found, the sponge texture of
troilitc-iron intergrowths common in Apollo 1 1
samples was not observed. Iron is greatly subordinate
to troilitc and forms an extremely small fraction of
the total rock. It is of interest, however, because of
its very Ingln Ni content. Three grains analysed gave a
range of 26.7 t o 27.6 wl. `"o Ni. These uncial grains in
the granitic material arc not derived from the rest of
12013, and were introduced into the rock by the
granitic component, i.e., they arc not of direct nreteo-
riticorigin. The possibility of recycling meteoritic
iron indicates that caution must be applied when
using high-Ni iron grains in calculating meteoritic
contributions tc, the lunar regolith.
6.7. Ai arise and whillockilc,
Systematic examination reveals that phosphates
are present in all areas of 12013. They are most
abundant in the dark litho) , )gy where crystal frag-
ments from submicron-size to 300µm are found.
A P X-ray can across the dark-light lithology con-
tact (fig. 2g) clearly shows the relative abundance
of phosphates in these a-cas. outside the dark litho-
logy, localized concentrations are found, e.g., in
the plagioclase-rich material at 33/G.
The typical occurrence of the phosphate minerals
is as composite grains, with an intergrown high-Ca
and a lower-Ca phosphate. partial analyses (uncor-
rected) of these two phosphates are shown in table 3.
While final determination as to mineral type must
await detailed :+n:,lysis aed X-ray data, it appears !hat
the hil ,.h-Ca phosph:Ite is a chloro-flti,iapatite with a
low concentration of RLG, Fe, Si, and N1g. The low-Ca
phosphate is similar to tie "whitlockitc" described b)
Albee and Chodos A qualitative comparisnrl be-
tween the two pads :n :, large composite crystal frag-
ment (401NI ► is shoxvrl in Ilgs. 41) 4f. The most Strik-
ing contrasts are shown by Cc and F. Fluorine is very
low in the wholorkite bill a trace of chlorine is pics-
enf. The t • hillockile conlains approximately 10 per
cent 1x'1' 2 0 3 'IY 2 0 3 (rat:ill:Itcd by difference).
7 able 3
Partial (uncorrected) anal) ses of apatite and whitlockitc
SiO 2 0.3 0.4
Fro 0.2 1.2
higO 0.2 2.8
C2O 55.2 40.6
1 1 2 0 5 41.9 41 8
F 3.7 0.1
Total 101.5 86.7
0 = F	 1.6
Total	 99.9
1. ehloro-(luorapatite from a composite phnsph2te crystal
frat• ,nenl at 40/Nt. The C:iO, 1'.0 5 , and 1 : values were
obtained by comparison with an apatite standard and are
essentiall y cot recl.
2. Whitlockitc Rom lire saute grain as 1.
Phosphates arc not abundant in the salic- material
as can be seen in fig. 21, which shows :I P X-ray scan
across the contact between darl, lithology and a salic
vein at 43/N. I lowever, minor amounts of both phos-
phates do occur in the salic material, and acicular
crystals of whitlockitc are almost certainly, authigenic
Complete analyses ate not available at this time.
The intergrowth of the apatite and whitlockitc is
unusual. The con t act is Sharp and fairly straight (fig.
4d). None of the grains is large enough to determine
whether one phosphate forms a core and the other
a rill) but many grains, e.g., the grain in fig. 46-f,
show whitlockitc partially enclosing apatite which
may be interpreted as whitlockitc rinuning an apatite
core.
]
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6.8. Zircon
Sample 12013 contains 2200 ppnv Zr I 1 1 . If all the
Zr is concentrated in zircon, there slwuld be approxi-
mately 0.1 `X zilcoll in the nwde. Most Z.ircou grains
occur in the dark lithology in grains ranging from
< 1 )till to 80 pill. Fig. 2i is a •Z.r X-ray scan of a l:uge
zircon fragment in the (L ri, lithology. An unusual
grain showing zircon-plagioclase infergro\vfi in the
dark lithology is shown in figs. 411 and 4i.
Zircon call 	 be found in the light lithology,
usually in grains < 10 µm- Small zircon crystals are
relatively common lit 	 salic material. Their oc-
currence 
lit
	 with the alkali feldspar-silica
matrix, isolated from obviously non-audiigenic frab
ments, indicates that they may have crystallized at
the samc time as the granitic r; f eri:d. Complete
quar!itative a! , alyses are not yet available, but com-
parisons with a zircon standard indicate that it is
i,irtually pure Z.rS'0 4 . The Ht/Zr ratio has not yet
been deiermine,l but since the lit'/Zr lit 	 bulk
rock is close to 0.0 1, 1 I is probably present in only
minor amounts in the zircon. X-ray area scans re-
veal low concentrations of REE.
6.9. Silica minerals
In add,tion to the acicular silica (polymorph un-
known) associated with the alkali feldspar in the
granitic component, other silica minerals \vith a dif-
ferent habit have been found. Large crystal fragments
of tridymite (large positive 2 V) up to 1 mill occur in
the dark lithology, e.g., at 39/0-P and 40/K. These
grains contain areas of variable extinction which give
rise to a mosaic texture. Thcv are alv;ays surrounded
by a narrow rim of the granitic material.
Small, rounded crystals of quartz (uniaxial positive,
e—w > 0.006) up to 200 pm are found in some areas
of the granitic material, e.g., at 26/S. They are en-
closed by a rim of additional sutra material (ide
	 d
by contrast in cathodoluminescence). Projecting
	 to
their rim into all 	 feldspar matrix are the more
common acicular silica crystals. Tie quartz cores
contain more than 9970 Si0 2 , while the maximum
observed Si0 2 content of the acicular crystals is 95 %.
This low value may be due to tie difficulty ie resol y
-ipg the tine needles with the probe beam. The textural
relations suggest that the larger quartz grains were
initially resorbed by a silica undersaturated granitic
li,, uid and subsequently acted as sites for silica crystal-
lization.
7. Final comments (utndesty clause)
Our analytical results are not final, and we awi-
cipatc that additional \vc•rk kill not only refine the
minerak".1 ical d:ua, but also ]cad to alternate genetic
inferprelatious. It is quite intentional that this
section has not been entitled "conclusions". We have
attempted to po:nl out Some of the possibilities for
explaining certain features of this rock in previous
Sections, but to dra\v any firm or general conclusions
about as complex a piece of hailer as rock 12013
would he pretentious at thin stage. The natural des;re
of petologists to explain rock formation in terns of
one or f\vo \\ • el! defined events in time and space must
probably be abandoned \vhcn dealing \vide this mixed
bag. The preliminary sur vey indicates a greater diversi-
ty of fragmental components and of ruck forming pro-
cesses than heretofore encountoted in lunar samples.
This must be kept in mind \while interpreting the geo-
chentical data.
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